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Gilt replacements are a scarce resource and must be allo
cated efficiently. The question is often posed as, "when 
should I cull a sow and replace her with a gilt?" A variety 
of analytic approaches have been used to address this 
question. For example, one spreadsheet model was de
scribed, based on discounted cash flows and NPV, to de
termine how long a sow must remain in the breeding herd 
before she is paid for (Ken Stalder at U of Tennessee de
scribed National Hog Farmer Jan 2001). The inference is 
that after she has recouped her cost, she may be replaced 
with no economic cost. This might be thought of as a pull
through gilt replacement system. That is, gilts are pulled 
into the herd on an as-needed basis. 

Another approach to culling is to ask the question is "what 
is my optimal parity distribution?" The model described 
here simulates a herd and gilts are pushed into the herd at 
a steady rate to achieve a simulated optimal parity distri
bution. The assumption is that adequate gilts exist to meet 
the desired distribution. 

The purpose of the model is to help one understand the 
factors driving parity distribution and help us determine 
the economically optimum distribution for a particular 
herd. Having determined the optimum, our next challenge 
is to establish processes to accomplish this distribution. 

Inputs 

Basic inputs 
The gilt cost is the amount you have invested in the gilt 
on the day she enters the breeding herd and takes the place 
of a sow. It will include purchase price or her value, ac
climation, transportation, feed, etc. 

The sow cull value is assumed to be fully depreciated, 
and reflects her average market value. 

Discount rate is used to discount future sow cull income 
back to present value to account for the time value of 
money. 

Margin/pig is an arbitrary value used to estimate value of 
pigs produced. You might choose to use MOVC (margin 
over variable costs) since we are considering the effects 
of marginal pigs in this model. We will see that using 
higher marginal values will not change the estimated op
timal % gilts, but will emphasize the lost opportunity if 
optimum is not in place. 

If a sow dies in gestation, we have lost the litter and her 
value is more than a sow that dies after farrowing and 
before breeding. If a herd is part of a system that has a 
breeding project, a dead pregnant sow might be replaced 
(up to some term) and therefore will have a lower % of 
dead sows where we lose the litter. 

Productivity inputs 
Run an annual (or sufficient time period) PigCHAMP 
parity distribution report for the herd or system. Enter the 
current parity distribution; a key number is % gilts (see 
Table 1). Next, we need the performance average values 
by parity. 

Solver (an Excel tool) can be run to calculate the opti
mum distribution. The constraints are that: 

• each successive parity must be less than the preced
ing one, 

• the parities must add up to 100%, and 

• no parity % may be more than (preceding parity % x 
proposed retention rate). 

We compared the impact of litter size, gilt price, reten
tion rate (high, med, low), sow cull value and sow mor
tality on herd net income. To do this, we assigned vari
ability to each of these input variables and used the Excel 
add-on program "@Risk". The values used were: 

• Gilt price (minimum $130, most frequent $190. maxi
mum $250), 

Figure 1. Inputs 

Iinventory 3,000 Gilt price $130 

% sow mortality losinq litter 25% Disc rate 8% 

IMOve or marqin I weaned piq $10 Cull sow $100 
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Figure 2. Performance average values by parity 

Parity 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 >=11 
Non productive days I 
parity record 24.6 16.8 15 16.2 17 16.5 15.1 17.3 13.4 15.6 11 .2 9.8 

ge at weaning 19.6 19.6 19.4 19.1 19.4 19.5 19.2 19.5 19.1 19.2 19.3 

Litters I sow I year average 2.29 2.41 2.44 2.43 2.41 2.42 2.44 2.40 2.47 2.44 2.51 1 

Born alive average 9.6 10.4 10.9 11 10.8 10.4 10 10 9.6 9.4 8.6 

Foster off 0 0 0 0 0 -0.5 -1 -1 -1.5 -1.5 -1.5 

Foster on 1.8 1.8 1.8 1.8 

vg prewean mortality 10% 10% 10% 10% 10% 10% 15% 15% 15% 15% 15% 

eaned I sow 8.6 9.4 9.8 9.9 9.7 9.8 9.4 9.4 9.4 9.3 8.6 
Sow mortality 
(annualized) average 8% 18% 18% 17% 19% 20% 23% 22% 26% 33% 34% 33% 

Litters/ sow/year is a composite of non productive days and gestation length and lactation length by parity. 
The number is calculated by: (365/(115+21 +5)). For example: (365/141) = 2.2 litters/sow/yr. Fostered-off is 
an attempt to assess a cost to older females who are unable to raise their live-born pigs. The fostered-off are 
pooled and allocated equally to P2-5 sows. Annualized mortality is available from the parity report in 
PigCHAMP. The spreadsheet calculates and uses parity specific mortality rates. 

Table 1. Input current parity distribution and % gilts for "manual proposed distribution" 

>= Average Replace 

Pari!): 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 6 9 10 11 Total Parity Rate 

Curre nt parity dis tribution 22% 18% 16% 12% 10% 7% 6% 5% 3% 0% 0% 0% 100';' 2.62 70% 

Current number 660 549 486 366 303 214 160 156 98 3.01 3 

Current retention 83% 69% 75% 63% 71 % 64% 66% 63% 0% 0% 

Manua l proposed dis tribution 20.0% 18.0% 16.2% 13.0% 10.4% 7.8% 5.8% 4.4% 3.1% 1.4% 0% 0% 100'/J 2.73 I 63% 

Proposed retention 90% 90% 80% 80% 75% 75% 75% 70% 50% 17% 0% 0% 

OptlmlzedprODoseddls trlbutlon 19.1% 16.5% 16.9% 14.1% 10.2% 8.2% 5.1% 4.9% 3.7% 1.2% 0.0% 0.0% 100'/J 2.80 I 60% 

P1 - 11 of manual proposed distribution and "optimized proposed distribution" are outputs of the model. 

• Sow cull value (min $70, most frequent $100, max 
$ 130), 

• Gilt born alive with sows increasing (min 8, most fre
quent 10, maximum 12), 

• Gi lt annual mortality with sows increasing (min 6%, 
most frequent 9%, max 12%), and 

• Retention rate (high = 20% gilts; med = 22.3% gilts; 
low = 25% gilts). 

Outputs 

Since the parity di stributi on is not normally di stribu ted, 
and troughs and mounds are common , average parity, % 
gilts or replacement rate alone or in combinati on, may 
not be sufficient to fully assess a herd 's parity distribu
tion. Graphing the parity distribution may be necessary 
to check the parity di stributi on. 

• A sustainable parity di stributi on is always a decreas
ing slope from gilts to the oldest parity. A trough in 
the di stribution will be present through success ive 
parities with the consequent change in herd produc
tivity. Similarl y, an increase at a certain parity or two 
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will carry through subsequent parities unless extra 
culling takes place at thi s poin t. 

• An optimum % gilts can be calculated for maximi z
ing income. 

• A survival curve is a nice tool to capture retention 
over the pari ties. 

• Proposed retention rate is a major dri ver of the opti 
mum parity di stri buti on. Thi s is true because produc
ti vity profil es of most herds have the P2- 5 being most 
proli fic, graduall y decreasing thereafter. The model 
will therefore retain these females at the hi ghest rate 
possible. For example, if we could retain 98% of fe
males across all pariti es, the optimum parity di stri 
bution wou ld look as fo llows. 

• With such a high retention rate, gilts are 10.9% of the 
herd , the average parity is 4.33 and the replacement 
rate is 29%. We commonl y remini sce about a 40% 
replacement rate. We could achieve thi s with 95% 
retention for PO-P3 and 90% retention thereafter. Gilts 
would be 15% of the herd and average parity would 
be 3.13. 
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Figure 3. Sustainable parity distribution 
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Figure 4. Effect of manual proposed % gilts and retention on net income 

Effect of manual proposed % gilts & retention on 
net incorre 
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Figure 5. Retention of female over parities 

Retention offemales over parities 
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Figure 6. Optimum parity distribution (98% of female across all parities) 
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Figure 7. Gilt price and % on margin 

Gilt price & % on margin 
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Figure 8. Regression sensitivity for MOVC or net income/average/B43 

Regression Sensitivity for wove or net 
income I average/B43 

I 
Live born, relative to gll. . .1032 .978 

Gilt price I Example farmlB17 

I 
Retentlon/E38 -. 101 11 

Sow cull value I Example f .. .IB16 1.063 
-.016 Sow mortality, relative to .. .IC34 

-1 -.75 -.5 -.25 o .25 .5 .75 

Std b Coefficients 
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• As gilt price increases, the optimum % gilts does not 
change, but the opportunity cost of missing the opti
mum % gilts increases; that is, there is more incen
tive to be at optimum. Similarly as MOVC/pig de
creases, optimum % gilts is constant and opportunity 
cost of being sub-optimal increases. 

• In this model, the major drivers of MOVC and net 
income is number born alive. Gilt price is second. 
Sow retention is third, and mortality and sow cull 
value were distant fourth and fifth, respectively. Al
though retention and sow mortality are considered 
separately for this sensitivity analysis, it is important 
to note that as sow mortality decreases, higher reten
tion becomes possible. 

While this model is a useful tool, it reinforces some com
mon sense. We need to deliver high quality select gilts, 
work on retention within herds, and cull in a systematic 
fashion to maintain a sustainable parity distribution. Gen
erally speaking, retention ability is the limiting factor in 
achieving optimum parity distribution within today's 
breeding herds. Born alive is a major driver of net in
come surpassing all other predictors in the economic 
model. 

Limitations of the model 

The limitations of the model are: 

• Increasing parity may not meet expectations. This is 
because sows that are now retained and would have 
been culled formerly, may not achieve the predicted 
performance. 

• Genetic improvement is not considered with higher 
replacement rate. Margin/pig is considered equal for 
current and proposed scenarios. 

• Only averages are considered. Impact of variability 
in productivity by parity is not in model. 
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